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Abstract Wind effects on periodic breaking waves in the
surf zone have been investigated in this study using a
two-phase flow model. The model solves the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations with the k−ε turbulence
model simultaneously for the flows both in the air and
water. Both spilling and plunging breakers over a 1:35 slop-
ing beach have been studied under the influence of wind,
with a focus during wave breaking. Detailed information of
the distribution of wave amplitudes and mean water level,
wave-height-to-water-depth ratio, the water surface profiles,
velocity, vorticity, and turbulence fields have been presented
and discussed. The inclusion of wind alters the air flow
structure above water waves, increases the generation of
vorticity, and affects the wave shoaling, breaking, over-
turning, and splash-up processes. Wind increases the water
particle velocities and causes water waves to break earlier
and seaward, which agrees with the previous experiment.
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1 Introduction

Wave breaking plays an important role in the air-sea inter-
actions, surf zone dynamics, nearshore sediment transport,
and wave-structure interactions. Over the last three decades,
significant advances have been made in the theoretical,
experimental and numerical studies of the characteristics of
breaking waves (Peregrine 1983; Battjes 1988; Mei and Liu
1993; Banner and Peregrine 1993). However, little atten-
tion has been paid to investigate breaking waves under the
influence of wind, either by experimental measurements
or numerical simulations. When the wind is blowing over
water waves, it can not only enhance the exchanges of heat,
mass, and momentum on the air-water interface, but also
affect the wave breaking process.

When the wind is absent, many research have been done
in the past for better understanding of breaking waves. Much
of our knowledge of breaking waves comes from laboratory
measurements. Several systematic studies have been carried
out for steady breaking waves (Duncan 1983), quasi-steady
breaking waves (Lin and Rockwell 1995), unsteady deep-
water breaking waves (Bonmarin 1989; Rapp and Melville
1990; Perlin et al. 1996; Tulin and Waseda 1999; Melville
et al. 2002), and breaking waves in the laboratory surf zone
(Nadaoka et al. 1989; Ting and Kirby 1994; Stansby and
Feng 2005; Kimmoun and Branger 2007).

Some important effects of the wind on the breaking
waves have been discussed in these works (Sobey 1986;
Melville 1996; Jahne and Haussecker 1998; Dias and Kharif
1999). Banner and Phillips (1974) have considered the
effect of a thin laminar wind drift layer in reducing the max-
imumwave height for deep-water breaking waves and found
the “micro-breaking,” which is important in the energy and
momentum transfer from the wave to near surface turbu-
lence and currents. Through the laboratory measurements
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for steady and unsteady breaking waves, Banner (1990)
investigated the influence of wave breaking on the surface
pressure distribution in wind-wave interaction and found
that the form drag and wind stress increase during wave
breaking. Ward et al. (1998) conducted a series of physical
model tests to study the effects of onshore wind on run-up
elevations. It was suggested that low wind speeds have lit-
tle effect on run-up, but higher wind speeds significantly
increase run-up elevations. Feddersen and Veron (2005) car-
ried out a laboratory study of wind effects on shoaling wave
shape over a steep beach (slope 1:8) in a laboratory wind
wave tank and found that wind increases the shoaling wave
energy and has a significant effect on the wave shape (e.g.
changes wave skewness and asymmetry). Douglass (1990)
has experimentally investigated the influence of local wind
on nearshore breaking waves in a laboratory wind-wave
flume and found that wind has significant effects on the
breaker location, geometry, and type. Onshore winds cause
waves to break earlier and in deeper water further from
shore; offshore winds cause waves to break later and in shal-
lower water closer to shore. He found that wind effect on
breaker depth is significant while on breaker height is slight.
Douglass (1990) indicated that primary mechanism for wind
affecting breaking waves appears to be shear, not normal
stress and concluded that “Surf zone dynamics models that
ignore wind or include wind only as a surface shear may be
missing a very important effect of the wind—its effect on
the initiation and mechanics of wave breaking.”

Many numerical models have been developed to simulate
periodic breaking waves in the surf zone. One of these is
the Boussinesq-type model (Madsen et al. 1997; Veeramony
and Svendsen 2000; Lynett 2006), which is widely used
in the nearshore wave modelling. With developments of
CFD (computational fluid dynamics) and increases in com-
puter power, recent models for studying free surface flows,
including breaking waves, solve the Navier–Stokes equa-
tions coupled with a free surface calculation (see Lin 2008
for comprehensive modelling applications and methodolo-
gies for water waves). There are several numerical studies
on breaking waves in the surf zone based on one-phase flow
model (Lin and Liu 1998a; 1998b; Bradford 2000; Mayer
and Madsen 2000; Zhao et al. 2004; Shao 2006; Shao and
Ji 2006; Bakhtyar et al. 2009; Christensen and Deigaard
2001; Watanabe et al. 2005), in which only the flow in the
water is considered in the computation, the pressure in the
air is taken as a constant, and the boundary conditions are
specified at the free surface. When the wind is present, the
pressure in the air is no longer a constant and the previously
used boundary conditions are not valid at the interface. In
order to take the air into account for wave breaking, recently,
several two-phase flow model (Hieu et al. 2004; Lubin et al.
2006; Wang et al. 2009; Lakehal and Liovic 2011; Xie 2012;
2013), in which both flows in the air and water are solved,

have been developed to study the details of breaking waves
in the surf zone and the air entrainment during wave break-
ing. The two-phase flows model is able to represent the wind
field in a more accurate manner and provide velocity field
and turbulence during wave breaking in much more detail.
However, the effect of wind on breaking waves has not been
explored in their studies.

Most flows in breaking waves are turbulent and therefore
need different treatment for the turbulence. In most engi-
neering applications, the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) approach is often employed as it requires less
computational effort when compared to direct numerical
simulation and large-eddy simulation. In RANS modelling,
the k−ε model is one of the most widely used two-equation
turbulence models. It has been tested over a large variety
of flow situations and therefore its limitations, as well as
its successes, have become well understood (Versteeg and
Malalasekera 2007). The k − ε turbulence model has been
successfully applied for a wide range of hydraulic problems
(Rodi 1993) and surf zone dynamics (Lin and Liu 1998a;
Bradford 2000).

In order to investigate the influence of wind on water
waves, very few numerical studies have been carried out.
Chen et al. (2004) implemented the parameterized wind
stress into Boussinesq wave models to investigate the
nearshore wave propagation and horizontal circulation and
Liu et al. (2016) further developed this model by introduc-
ing a wind-source term based on a wave-induced pressure
perturbation to study wind effects on triad nonlinear interac-
tion. Kharif et al. (2008) applied an empirical wind pressure
distribution on the free surface using Jeffreys sheltering
theory (Jeffreys 1925) in their potential flow model, to cal-
culate the influence of wind on extreme wave events. Yan
and Ma (2010) used a potential flow model combined with a
commercial software to investigate the interaction between
wind and 2D freak waves. Xie (2014) studied wind effects
on breaking solitary waves over a sloping beach. However,
none of them study periodic breaking waves in the surf zone.

Thus, the objective of the present study is to investi-
gate wind effects on periodic breaking waves in the surf
zone and provide detailed information during wave break-
ing. A recently developed two-phase flow model (Xie 2012;
2015), which solves the flow in the air and water simul-
taneously, is employed here to study spilling and plunging
breakers in the experiment of Ting and Kirby (1994) under
the influence of wind. The description of the mathematical
model for the two-phase flow is described in next section.
The numerical method is presented after that. Both spilling
and plunging breakers in the surf zone are simulated in
the results and discussion section. Detailed computational
results of the water surface profiles, velocity, vorticity, and
turbulence fields are shown and discussed. Finally, conclu-
sions are drawn at the end.
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2 Mathematical model

2.1 Geometry

Wind effects on two-dimensional periodic breaking waves
along a uniform sloping beach of angle β are considered in
this study. The schematic of this problem is shown in Fig. 1,
where the origin of the coordinate system is on the still water
surface where the local still water depth d(x) = d0, x and z

are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, respectively, H

is the wave height, d0 is the water depth in the horizontal
region, ζ(x, t) is the water surface elevation, t is the time,
ζ (x, t) is the mean water surface elevation, d(x) is the local
still water depth, and h(x) = d(x) + ζ (x, t) is the local
mean water depth.

2.2 Governing equations

The governing equations for incompressible Newtonian
fluid flow are the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equa-
tions. Mass conservation is described by the continuity
equation

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (1)

where ρ is the density and u = (u, w) is the velocity vector.
If we assume that the fluid is incompressible (dρ/dt =

0), then the continuity equation can be simplified to

∇ · u = 0. (2)

The momentum conservation is expressed as

∂(ρu)

∂t
+∇·(ρu⊗u)=−∇p+∇·[(μ+μt)(∇u+∇Tu)]+ρg,

(3)

where p represents pressure, g the gravitational acceler-
ation vector, μ the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and
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Fig. 1 The sketch of wind effects on periodic breaking waves in the
surf zone (not scaled). x and z are the horizontal and vertical coordi-
nates, respectively, H is the wave height, d0 is the water depth in the
horizontal region, ζ(x, t) is the water surface elevation, t is the time,
ζ (x, t) is the mean water surface elevation, d(x) is the local still water
depth, and h(x) = d(x) + ζ (x, t) is the local mean water depth

μt = ρCμk2/ε is the turbulent eddy viscosity. k is turbu-
lent kinetic energy and ε is turbulent eddy dissipation which
are governed by the k − ε turbulence model (Launder and
Spalding 1974)

∂(ρk)

∂t
+∇ · (ρuk) = ∇ ·

[(
μ + μt

σk

)
∇k

]
+Pk −ρε, (4)

∂(ρε)

∂t
+∇·(ρuε)=∇·

[(
μ+ μt

σε

)
∇ε

]
+C1ε

ε

k
Pk−C2ερ

ε2

k
,

(5)

where Pk = μt(∂ui/∂xj + ∂uj /∂xi)
2/2 is the turbulent

production term, and the empirical coefficients Cμ, σk , σε ,
C1ε , and C2ε are given in Table 1.

The momentum equation is closed with the constitutive
relations for the density and dynamic viscosity of the fluid

ρ = Fρw + (1 − F)ρa, (6)

μ = Fμw + (1 − F)μa, (7)

where the superscripts w and a denote fluid water and air,
respectively. F is the volume fraction defined as

F =
{
1, if only water is present;
0, if only air is present.

(8)

The air-water interface is then within the cells where 0 <

F < 1. A particle on surface stays on surface and the
volume fraction F has a zero material derivative
dF

dt
= ∂F

∂t
+ u · ∇F = 0. (9)

These equations complete the mathematical description of
the two-phase flow model.

2.3 Initial and boundary conditions

At the inlet, the cnoidal wave is generated by specifying the
water surface elevation and water particle velocities based
on the third-order cnoidal wave theory (Horikawa 1988) and
more details can be found in Xie (2013). The effect of wind
is obtained by specifying uniform wind speed above the
maximumwater surface elevation. Only the onshore windU

is considered in this study although the offshore wind effect
can be obtained in a similar way. We assume development
time for the boundary layer is negligible and for the sake
of simplicity, only uniform wind profiles are considered
here although other more physically realistic wind profiles
can also be studied. It is worth mentioning that a ramping

Table 1 Empirical coefficients in the k − ε turbulence model

Cμ σk σε C1ε C2ε

0.09 1.0 1.3 1.44 1.92
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function is applied to the water surface elevation and veloci-
ties during the first wave period, so that the flow will change
slowly when the computation starts. For the turbulence field,
the method of Lin and Liu (1998a) is adopted here. The tur-
bulent kinetic energy is obtained as k = (I × C)2/2, where
C is the wave phase speed and I is the turbulent inten-
sity. The turbulent eddy dissipation ε = ρCμk2/(Iε × μ)

is adjusted so the turbulent eddy viscosity is Iε times the
dynamic viscosity of each fluid at the inlet. The same values
in Lin and Liu (1998a) are used in this study: I = 0.0025
and Iε = 0.1.

At the outlet, the zero gradient boundary conditions are
applied for the mean flow and turbulence fields.

The bottom and top of the domain and the sloping beach
are considered as solid boundaries and the wall function
method is used to model the near-wall region.

At t = 0, the simulations are started from a quiescent
state to let the flow develop in time. The water surface is
given as the initial still water depth d(x), from which the
volume fraction in each cell is calculated. The velocity fields
in both air and water are initialized as zero. The hydrostatic
pressure distribution is applied in the whole domain depend-
ing on the local density and height. The turbulence field
(k and ε) is initialized to the same value as the boundary
conditions at the inlet mentioned above.

3 Numerical method

For the sake of brevity, only a brief description of the
numerical method is presented here, and more details of
the numerical method for the two-phase flow model can
be found in previous works (Xie 2010; 2012; 2015). In
this study, the governing equations are discretised using the
finite volume method on a staggered Cartesian grid. The
advection terms are discretised by a high-resolution scheme
(Hirsch 2007), which combines the high order accuracy with
monotonicity, whereas the gradients in pressure and diffu-
sion terms are obtained by central difference schemes. In
order to deal with complex geometries in Cartesian grids,
the partial cell treatment (Torrey et al. 1985) is utilised in
the finite volume discretisation, in which the advective and
diffusive fluxes at cell faces as well as cell volume are
modified in cut cells. The PISO algorithm (Issa 1986) is
employed in the present study for the pressure-velocity cou-
pling and a backward finite difference discretisation is used
for the time derivative, which leads to an implicit scheme for
the governing equations. In this study, the air-water inter-
face is captured by a high-resolution VOF scheme CICSAM
(Compressive Interface Capturing Scheme for Arbitrary
Meshes) (Ubbink 1997), which does not need to recon-
struct the interface after each time step. The present model
has been validated against available experimental data for

overturning waves over a sloping beach and a reef (Xie
2012), periodic breaking waves in the surf zone (Xie 2013),
breaking solitory waves over a slope (Xie 2014) and break-
ing waves over complex topography (Xie 2015), in which
the overturning jet, air entrainment and splash-up have been
captured during wave breaking .

4 Results and discussion

In this section, we present the numerical results of wind
effects on spilling and plunging breakers in the surf zone.
The experiment of Ting and Kirby (1994) is considered
here, which is widely used by several numerical studies for
breaking waves in the absence of wind. Water surface pro-
files, mean velocity, vorticity, and turbulent kinetic energy
fields during wave breaking under the influence of wind are
shown and discussed.

4.1 Computational setup

In the simulation, the computational model is set up to repli-
cate the laboratory model studies undertaken and reported
by Ting and Kirby (1994) as shown in Fig. 1, where the ori-
gin of the coordinates is located at the still water level at
which the local still water depth is 0.38 m, the beach slope
is 1/35 and d0 = 0.4 m is the water depth in the horizon-
tal region. Cnoidal waves are generated at the inlet on the
left of the domain, the sloping beach, bottom and top of the
domain are considered as solid boundaries while the right
of the domain is the outlet. A key parameter for this prob-
lem is the ratio of wind speed U to wave phase speed C.
Only the onshore wind U/C in the range of 0 to 2 is con-
sidered in this study although the offshore wind effect can
be obtained in a similar way. The computational domain
(started from x = −4.3 m in the x direction and y = −0.4
m in the y direction) is 22 m long and 0.8 m high, and it
is discretised by a uniform grid with �x = 0.02 m and
�z = 0.008 m, which is similar to the previous numeri-
cal studies (Bradford 2000; Zhao et al. 2004) in the absence
of wind. In order to get the detail during wave breaking,
the time step is automatically adjusted with a maximum
value 0.2�tCFL during the simulation, where �tCFL is the
time step to satisfy the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) sta-
bility criterion. The computations are run up to 50 s for
spilling breakers and 60 s for plunging breakers, and the
period of the last five waves are used to obtain the mean
value for the analysis. Table 2 shows the wave conditions
for the spilling and plunging breakers in the experiment
in the absence of wind, where T is the wave period, H0

and L0 are the wave height and wave length in deep water,
and xb and db are the location and water depth of wave
breaking.
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Table 2 Wave conditions in the experiment of Ting and Kirby (1994)

Breaker H0 H T H0/L0 xb db

type (m) (m) (s) (m) (m)

Spilling 0.127 0.125 2.0 0.02 6.400 0.196

Plunging 0.089 0.128 5.0 0.0023 7.795 0.156

The subscripts 0 and b denote deep water and breaking point

4.2 Spilling breakers

In this section, we first investigate the wind effects on
spilling breakers. Results for three cases when U/C = 0,
U/C = 1, and U/C = 2 are shown and discussed.

Figure 2 shows the wind effects on the distribution of
wave amplitudes and mean water level (top) and the effect of
wind on the wave-height-to-water-depth ratio across the surf
zone (middle). It can be seen that the numerical results for
U/C = 0 agree well with the experimental measurements
in the absence of wind. In the presence of wind, during wave
shoaling, the maximum wave elevation is very similar for
all case (0.1215, 0.1225, and 0.1204 for U/C = 0, 1, 2),
but occurs at different locations. During wave breaking, it

Fig. 2 Wind effects on the distribution of maximum and minimum
wave elevation and mean water level (top) and the wave-height-to-
water-depth ratio (middle) for the spilling breaker case on the sloping
beach for the experiment of (Ting and Kirby 1994) (bottom). Red cir-
cles are experimental data (Ting and Kirby 1994) in the absence of
wind; black solid lines: U/C = 0; green dashed lines: U/C = 1; blue
dash-dotted lines: U/C = 2

can be seen from Fig. 2 that the wave breaks earlier and fur-
ther from shore when the wind speed U/C increases, which
is consistent with the previous laboratory studies by Douglass
1990 and King and Baker (1996). This is attributed to the
direct push of the wind and the increased kinetic energy
obtained from the wind in water waves. The water parti-
cle velocity is increased by the wind and thus the wave
breaks earlier. This phenomenon has also been observed
in the study of wind effects on breaking solitary waves in
Xie (2014). After wave breaking in the bore region, the
wind has little effect on the crest and trough level of the
wave. It is shown from Fig. 2 that the mean water level has
been changed by the wind. In the surf zone, the radiation
stress (Longuet-Higgins and Stewart 1962) increases before
the breaking point due to the decreasing water depth and
decreases after the breaking point due to the energy dissi-
pation. Therefore, through the horizontal momentum flux
balance, the slope of the mean water level, namely, the wave
set-up and set-down, are related to the change of radiation
stress across the surf zone (Sorensen 2006). In the pres-
ence of wind, the slope of the mean water level increases
when the wind speed U/C increases from 0 to 2, which is
attributed to wind forcing. It can also be seen from Fig. 2
that during wave breaking, the wind effect on the wave
height is slight but the wind thus affect what water depth
breaking occurs, thus the effect of wind on the breaker
height-to-depth ratio is significant, which is consistent with
the previous laboratory studies by Douglass (1990). The
ratio during wave breaking decrease with the increase of
wind speed, which has important implications in some surf
zone dynamics models.

In order to investigate the wind effects on the velocity
field during wave breaking, Fig. 3 shows the velocity fields
and water surface profile for the spilling breaker in one wave
period at t/T = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 with (U/C = 2) and
without (U/C = 0) wind, where t/T = 0.0 corresponds to
when the wave is close to the breaking point. At t/T = 0.0,
the front of the wave becomes nearly vertical and the veloc-
ity in the water is slightly smaller than the wave phase speed.
It can be see that the air flow has been changed significantly
due to wind forcing between two cases. A recirculation of
air flow can be easily seen on the top of the wave as the
air is driven by the wave motion when U/C = 0, while
the recirculation of air flow does not exist with all air mov-
ing onshore instead. It is worth remarking that the wave is
driven by the wind when U/C = 2 while the air is driven by
the wave whenU/C = 0. It can also be seen from Fig. 3 that
the breaking point is well predicted in the model when com-
pared with the experiment in the absence of wind. During
wave breaking at t/T = 0.1, an overturning jet is formed at
the front face of the wave for both cases. Compared to the
case U/C = 0, the forming jet when U/C = 2 is slightly
smaller due to the wind shear. For both cases, the velocity
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Fig. 3 Velocity fields during
wave breaking for the spilling
breaker case at
t/T = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 when a
U/C = 0 (from Xie 2013) and
b U/C = 2. Velocities are
normalized by the wave phase
speed C. For clarity, only
velocity vectors in every five
points are shown here
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in the water increases from the bottom to the water surface
with the maximum velocity located on the tip of the over-
turning jet. During wave curling down at t/T = 0.2, the
developed jet becomes thinner under the influence of wind.
It can be seen that in front of the overturning jet, the air is
pushed by the wave when U/C = 0 while the air follows
the wind when U/C = 2. At t/T = 0.4, the overturning jet
spills down the front face of the wave and similar profiles
can be seen for both cases. It is worth noting that although
similar wave breaking process is observed in the absence or
in the presence of wind, the location of the breaking point
has been changed significantly. The breaking point is about
xb = 6.4 m for U/C = 0 but xb = 4.95 m for U/C = 2. It
is shown that under the influence of wind, the wave breaks
in deeper water and further from shore which is consistent
with the previous laboratory studies by Douglass (1990) and
King and Baker (1996).

Figure 4 shows the mean vorticity fields for the spilling
breaker when U/C = 2 in one wave period at t/T =
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4. The vorticity in the water has a smaller
value in comparison with the vorticity in the air. In the air,
the vorticity field is totally different from that for U/C = 0
with large positive vorticity above the wave crest due to
the recirculation of air flow, which is shown in Xie (2013).
However for U/C = 2, there is no positive vorticity above
the wave crest as the wind is moving onshore. Large nega-
tive vorticity is generated in the vicinity of the water surface
due to the wind-induced shear. A small region of positive
vorticity appears in front of the wave during wave break-
ing as the air tries to escape from the cavity. In the water,
the vorticity generation during wave breaking is similar to
that for U/C = 0, except that the wave breaks in a deeper
region.

In order to investigate the wind effects on the turbu-
lence field during wave breaking, Fig. 5 shows the turbulent
kinetic energy fields for the spilling breaker in one wave
period at t/T = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 with (U/C = 2) and
without (U/C = 0) wind. The turbulence is weak in
the outer surf zone as the turbulence is primarily origi-
nated from the breaker. Once the wave breaks, the turbulent
kinetic energy is high behind the breaking wave front,
decreasing towards the back face of the wave and varying
slowly with the water depth, which is consistent with exper-
imental observation (Ting and Kirby 1994). In the presence
of wind, it can be seen that the turbulence is suppressed as
the wave breaks in a deeper region.

4.3 Plunging breakers

After studying spilling breakers, in this section, we investi-
gate wind effects on plunging breakers. Results are shown
for three cases when U/C = 0, U/C = 1 and U/C

= 2.
Figure 6 shows the wind effects on the distribution of

wave amplitudes and mean water level (top) and the effect of
wind on the wave-height-to-water-depth ratio across the surf
zone (middle). It can be seen that the numerical results for
U/C = 0 agree well with the experimental measurements
in the absence of wind. In the presence of wind, there is
nearly no difference for the evolution of minimumwave ele-
vation in the whole region, while the evolution of maximum
wave elevation has been changed significantly, which is
similar to the case for spilling breakers. It is shown from Fig. 6
that the mean water level has been changed slightly by the
wind. The mean water level decreases in the shoaling region
and increases in the bore region with the increase of wind
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Fig. 4 Mean vorticity fields
during wave breaking for the
spilling breaker case when
U/C = 2 at
t/T = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4. The
vorticity has been normalized by√

g/(d0 + a), where
a = max[ζ(x = −4.3, t)] − d0
is the incident wave amplitude at
the inlet and the contours are
shown for
±[1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25]
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Fig. 5 Turbulent kinetic energy
fields during wave breaking for
the spilling breaker case at
t/T = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 when a
U/C = 0 and b U/C = 2.
Turbulent kinetic energy are
normalized by C2
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Fig. 6 Wind effects on the distribution of maximum and minimum
wave elevation and mean water level (top) and the wave-height-to-
water-depth ratio (middle) for the plunging breaker case on the sloping
beach for the experiment of Ting and Kirby (1994) (bottom). Red cir-
cles are experimental data (Ting and Kirby 1994) in the absence of
wind; black solid lines: U/C = 0; green dashed lines: U/C = 1; blue
dash-dotted lines: U/C = 2

speed U/C. The driving mechanism for the change of the
slope of the mean water level is similar to that discussed in
the spilling breaker case (see Subsection 4.2). It can also be

seen from Fig. 6 that breaker height-to-depth ratio decreases
with the increase of wind speed as the wave breaks further
offshore. Compared to spilling breakers, larger height-to-
depth ratio is observed in plunging breakers.

Figure 7 shows the velocity fields and water surface
profile for the plunging breaker in one wave period at
t/T = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 with (U/C = 2) and without
(U/C = 0) wind, where t/T = 0.0 corresponds to when
the wave is close to the breaking point. Compared to the
spilling breaker, stronger wave breaking (in terms of over-
turning water column) is observed in the plunging breaker
before wave breaking (t/T = 0.0), during wave overturn-
ing (t/T = 0.05), during the splash-up (t/T = 0.1) and
the jet-splash cycle (t/T = 0.2) processes. It is worth not-
ing that the overturning jet curls down and impinges on the
water ahead to generate the splash-up in plunging break-
ers, whereas the overturning jet only spills down the front
face of the wave during wave breaking in spilling break-
ers. The jet-splash cycles only occur in the plunging breaker
case. The wind effects on plunging breakers are similar
to the spilling breaker case, where the air flow has been
changed significantly due to wind forcing and the breaking
point has been moved seaward. The breaking point is about
xb = 7.7 m for U/C = 0 while xb = 6.25 m for U/C = 2.
It is noted that the breaking point has been shifted about
1.5 m seaward in both spilling and plunging breakers. This
is attributed to the fixed wind speed (U/C = 2) used here.
It can be seen that the evolution of the wave shape has been
slightly changed under the influence of wind. The wind also
affects the shape of the overturning jet and the subsequent
splash-up.
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Fig. 7 Velocity fields during wave breaking for the plunging breaker case at t/T = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 when a U/C = 0 (from Xie 2013) and b
U/C = 2. Velocities are normalized by the wave phase speed C. For clarity, only velocity vectors in every five points are shown here
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Fig. 8 Mean vorticity fields during wave breaking for the plunging
breaker case when U/C = 2 at t/T = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. The vor-
ticity has been normalized by

√
g/(d0 + a), where a = max[ζ(x =

−4.3, t)] − d0 is the incident wave amplitude at the inlet and the
contours are shown for ±[1, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25]

Figure 8 shows the mean vorticity fields for the plung-
ing breaker when U/C = 2 in one wave period at t/T =
0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2. In the air, similar to the spilling breaker,

large negative vorticity is generated in the vicinity of the
water surface due to the wind shear compared to the case
for U/C = 0 shown in Xie (2013). There is only nega-
tive vorticity in the air before wave breaking, whereas both
the positive and negative vorticities coexist in front of the
overturning jet after wave breaking. In the water, small
negative vorticity is observed just underneath the water sur-
face. However, the vorticity generation has been weakened
in comparison with the case for U/C = 0 as the region
of negative vorticity becomes thinner and moves upward.
This is because the wind affects the wave to break ear-
lier in a deeper water, which leads to the change of the
vortex motion after wave breaking. It is shown that vor-
ticity generation is much stronger in the plunging breaker
than that in the spilling breaker, especially during the jet-
splash cycles. The negative vorticity is spread downward
close to the bottom in the whole region underneath the wave
front in plunging breakers (e.g., the vorticity contour of
−2.5 goes down to −0.04 m under the plunging breaker),
whereas the vorticity is only confined to the region near
the water surface in spilling breakers (e.g., the vorticity
contour of −2.5 goes down to −0.02 m under the spilling
breaker).

Figure 9 shows the turbulent kinetic energy fields for the
plunging breaker in one wave period at t/T =0.0, 0.05, 0.1,
0.2 with (U/C = 2) and without (U/C = 0) wind. Turbu-
lence suppression by the wind can be observed here as the
wave breaks in a deeper region, which is similar to spilling
breakers. However, when compared to spilling breakers
(Fig. 5), much higher production and spreading of turbulent
kinetic energy occur in plunging breakers, especially in the
jet-splash cycles.

Fig. 9 Turbulent kinetic energy
fields during wave breaking for
the plunging breaker case at
t/T = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 when
a U/C = 0 and b U/C = 2.
Turbulent kinetic energy are
normalized by C2
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated wind effects on periodic
breaking waves in the surf zone, using a two-phase flow
model. The model solves the RANS equations simultane-
ously for the flows both in the air and water, with the water
surface calculated by the VOF method. The wave break-
ing, wave overturning and splash-up phenomena have been
captured by the two-phase flow model, and the numerical
results are in good agreement with previous experiments in
the absence of wind (Xie 2013).

Detailed information of the effect of wind on both
spilling and plunging breakers is given in this paper, focus-
ing on the wave breaking process. Water surface profiles,
velocity, vorticity and turbulence fields are shown and dis-
cussed. The wind effects on breaking waves in the surf
zone obtained by the present numerical simulations are
summarised as follows:

(i). Wind has a significant effect on the distribution
of maximum wave elevation and mean water level
in the surf zone. During wave shoaling, the maxi-
mum wave elevation is similar but occurs at different
locations in the presence of wind.

(ii). In the presence of wind, the slope of the mean water
level increases in comparison with the case in the
absence of wind, which is attributed to wind forcing.

(iii). Thebreakerwave-height-to-water-depth ratio decreases
in the presence of wind.

(iv). Wind affects the water surface profile during wave
breaking and splash-up precesses. Onshore wind
causes water waves to break earlier, in deeper water
further from shore.

(v). The water particle velocity in breaking waves
increases under the influence of onshore wind and
thus affects the wave breaking process. There is a
recirculation of air above the crest of the wave in the
absence of wind while the air follows the wind flow
in the presence of wind.

(vi). Wind increases the generation of vorticity near the
air-water interface.

(vii). The turbulent kinetic energy is suppressed by the
wind as the wave breaks in deeper water.
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